
We go to the anti-fascist demonstration, 30 or so of us queers.
It’s exciting because this is the first big public demonstration of its kind for a long 
time, imagine – that the local government come out and organize something like 
this. Of course to us there is no justification needed to attend; after the 2001 
Pride what is there to explain?
 
On the bus going there, two of the girls get told to put away their rainbow flag by 
one of the anti-fascist guys.
He is afraid that some of the football hooligans he has invited along for 
'protection' will object. These anti-fascists, they have hooligan friends, to protect 
them from the hooligans. And of course they are homophobic.
 
Here in Serbia people are blind to the hypocrisy of homophobic anti-fascists.

We arrive at the demonstration and the girls try to put out their rainbow flag 
again, there is an argument. ‘You can’t bring that here! You can’t fly the rainbow 
flag, we don’t want to be seen with faggots!’

I argue with him and he tells me ‘Who are you come to give us a lesson in how to 
think? We need these guys (the hooligans), to fight with us against the Nazis’.

This fucking mentality where it is so macho, where anti-fa behave like a street 
gang with one group against another. It’s all about winning and being tough, not 
breaking down prejudice. That macho politically correct trip, it’s not about 
changing anything at all.

When we arrive at the main square the local politicians make speeches: against 
fascism, against racism, for tolerance, but not one word about homophobia.

Even though the number one thing that the fascists chant, after their Nazi 
salutes, is: 'Kill the faggots!' Somehow we are invisible to the eyes of tolerance.

Amongst the anarchists there are those who stand with us, as we stand with 
them, of course there are no separations in our fights.

But then there are the others, those who fight only for the liberation of 'The 
Workers' whoever they may be, some mythical romantic ideal.  It doesn't matter if 
they are nationalist, racist, if they beat their wives, because they are ‘The 
Workers’. Everyone else must wait in line, especially homosexuals because our 
struggle is just about identity, some luxury, unconnected to anything else around 
us. Fuck your kind of anarchism.

Some months later at the anfi-fa gathering, I try telling this story of the march, of 
the problem of homophobia in the movement. And one of these anti-fa guys, he 
says, ‘Hey, why do we even invite these gay people along? If they are just 
making trouble all the time?’



Yes that’s right! I AM trouble!
Do people even remember the meaning of the pink triangle?

Here it is: the roots of what everyone would like not to face. Is it better that I 
should disappear? Stop saying anything at all? 

In Beograd I’m going to start wearing the pink triangle again. 


